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Start speaking Norwegian in minutes, and grasp the language, culture, and customs in just minutes
more with Absolute Beginner - Norwegian a completely new way to learn Norwegian with ease!
Absolute Beginner - Norwegian will have you speaking with proper pronunciation from the very first
lesson and arm you with cultural insight and other information to utterly shock and amaze your
Norwegian friends. Why are the audio lessons so effective? short and to the point - 25 eight-minute
lessons make them the perfect length syllable-by-syllable breakdown of each word and phrase so
that you can say every word and phrase instantly repeat after the professional teacher section so
that you can practice proper pronunciation quick cultural tips in each lesson will help you navigate
your way even better above all, fun and relaxed approach to grasping a lot of information quickly
and easily effortlessly learn from a bi-lingual and bi-cultural host as they guide you through pitfalls
and pleasures of Norway and Norwegian You see, unlike other audiobooks, we actually teach
Norwegian and Norwegian culture. With each lesson, you will master a target phrase and key
vocabulary. This is a complete lesson taught by a professional, bi-lingual teacher! Listen to the
preview now! This is NOT a vocabulary audiobook with just words and their translations. These 25
short and effective audio lessons will allow you to: speak Norwegian within minutes of your first
lesson understand the culture, customs, and people of Norway order the food you want in
restaurants travel in taxis, trains, buses, and cars with confidence master manners, etiquette, and
customs surprise phrases and tips that will leave your guests wondering where you learned them.
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The audio tracks are what enticed me to make this purchase, and are by far the best feature

mentioned in the description.Well, the tracks aren't included in the download, you have to download
them separately at innovativelanguage.com/books.I went to do that, and found that there were no
audio files accompanying this book. Norwegian wasn't even a language option for kindle books.The
text itself is poor quality too, it wasn't really good for functional language acquisition, and the layout,
grammar, basically everything seemed really unprofessional.I checked out the innovative language
website, and it seemed really sketchy. This doesn't seem like a legit company at all.I liked the idea
of this for portability an convenience, but it seems I've been fooled.In sum, DO NOT BUY THIS
PRODUCT. It's not worth $10, and honestly, even if it were free it probably wouldn't be worth the
space it'll take up on your device.UPDATE: After looking around I found that the book is a direct rip
off of free classes (with audio!) on learnnorwegian101.com. This is a SCAM, DO NOT BUY THIS.I
want a refund, but it looks like there is no guarantee that the products on will match the
descriptions, so I'm just out of luck. Again, and I can't stress this enough, DO NOT BUY THIS
PRODUCT or any other product from Innovative Language. They are scammy and sketchy, if you
purchase from them you have been stolen from. Don't make my mistake!
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